
 

PRO MUSIC MYVOICE  

19,00 € tax included  
Reference: PRMYVOICE

PRO MUSIC MYVOICE  

Specifications:

  * General:
  It's unbelievable! Using your favorite audio CD's
  Take your favourite audio CDs and replace the singer. Hide the main vocals on your audio CDs, change the key, change the tempo,
and adapt the songs to your singing style, add lyrics, use studio quality effects, record and mix your own voice over the original song,
create and burn your songs to audio CD's and play them onto your Hi-Fi, your PC, portable stereo Â anywhere!

  Be the singer, become the star.

  MyVoice is not only a lot of fun as a standalone product it is also a great complementary tool to any other music and/or audio software
where vocal removal would be useful.

  * A unique innovation that has changed the world of karaoke !
  Mask the voice of your audio CD in real time.
  Transpose, change the tempo, use studio sound effects, create your remixes, engrave your own audio CD's. Karaoke function with
synchronized scrolling of words.
  Ripper function to convert your audio CD's in WAV or MP3 files.

  * Shipped with a microphone.

  * Software available in french, english, german, spanish, dutch and japanese.

  * Amazing features:
  You hide the vocals of your audio CD's in REAL TIME ( this new technology is accurate for about 80% of the audio CD's of the market
today. MyVoice cannot remove vocals from live recordings and/or very old recordings ).
  MyVoice also adapts any song to your voice and your singing style: transposition up to +/- 1 octave without changing the speed of the
music. You can also change the tempo without changing the pitch of the music or even use these two features combined together!
  When you've created your masterpiece burn the finished result onto an audio CD, usable on your regular home Hi-Fi system.

  * With MyVoice...
  You get a recording studio at your fingertips.
  Record and mix your voice over the original soundtrack and create your own remixes.
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  Studio effects give more to your final creations a professional sound ( reverb, flanger, chorus, echo, compressor, 10 band equalizer ).
  The karaoke window lets you enter all lyrics for your song ( in sync with the music ).
  The CD-burning window lets you record and burn your creations on a regular audio CD readable on any home Hi-Fi system.
  MyVoice also has an integrated easy-to-use ripper: all your CD's can be converted into wav or mp3 files.  
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